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In recognition of the immense contributions made by 
the Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) 
Immediate Past President Mr Stephen Lee, SNEF 
announced the establishment of the SNEF-Stephen 
Lee Award. It was endorsed by the 34th Annual General 
Meeting (AGM) and the 176th Council meeting led by 
SNEF’s new President Dr Robert Yap on 25 September 
2014.

Mr Lee stepped down as SNEF President on 31 
August 2014 after 26 years at its helm. The Award 
will fund annually up to two executive development 
programmes in tripartism and industrial relations from 
2015 to 2020.

The Award is recognition of the commitment and 
dedication of Mr Lee in advancing tripartism, industrial 
peace and labour market flexibility to benefit both 
employers and their employees. The objective is to 
develop senior executives who can provide leadership 
for the SNEF secretariat and for employers to work with 
tripartite partners to further strengthen tripartism and 
maintain industrial harmony to benefit all 
employers and workers in Singapore.

SNEF has raised $3.3 million to fund 
the award. Over the next five years, 
SNEF will set aside $1.4 million, inclusive 
of $50,000 seed money from Mr Lee. 
The National Trades Union Congress 
(NTUC), NTUC Fairprice, NTUC Income, 
NTUC Choice Homes and Mercatus 
together will contribute $0.7 million. 
The Ministry of Manpower (MOM) 
will also contribute $0.7 million. The 
Singapore Labour Foundation (SLF) 
will support the tripartite effort by 
contributing $0.5 million.

Mr Lee said: “It is an honour 
for me to be associated with this 
Award. I hope that the Award will 
trigger interest in tripartism and 
industrial relations as a career. A 
professional, competent, strong 
and responsible SNEF secretariat 
will provide the support for the 
Council to carry on the task of 
further strengthening the tripartite 
partnership. I am touched by 
the gesture and the generous 
contributions of the tripartite partners.”

“NTUC strongly supports SNEF’s initiative in setting up the 
SNEF-Stephen Lee Award. Stephen has been a great partner 

of the Labour Movement since 1980. As a distinguished tripartite 
partner and a respected leader in the business community, he has 
played a key role in fostering mutual trust and respect between 
employers and labour unions all these years.

“The development of future generations of professionals to 
strengthen the employers’ role in tripartism is a good move to build 
on Stephen’s legacy. It will contribute to the further strengthening of 
Singapore tripartism for the mutual benefits of workers and businesses.”

NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say

“The Government fully supports our tripartite partners’ efforts to 
build a pipeline of senior executives with a deep appreciation 

of tripartism and who can help to bring our tripartite partnership to 
greater heights. Mr Stephen Lee has made invaluable contributions 
to tripartism in Singapore during his term as SNEF President, and the 
SNEF-Stephen Lee Award is a fitting legacy of Mr Lee’s contributions.

“We are particularly pleased that the Award will provide senior 
executives with the opportunity to work with MOM, and hope that this 
experience will deepen the Award recipients’ appreciation of tripartism 
and the importance of preserving industrial harmony in Singapore.”

 Minister for Manpower Tan Chuan-Jin

“A strong tripartism benefits Singapore and Singaporeans 
and I would like to thank Mr Stephen Lee for his 

contributions to tripartism as President of SNEF. SLF is honoured 
to be part of SNEF’s initiative to develop and strengthen its 
leadership bench through the introduction of the SNEF-
Stephen Lee Award.”

 SLF Chairman Gan Kim Yong

 

“We are very grateful to the Government and the 
Labour Movement for their support, both in terms of 

the financing as well as their involvement in the programme. 
This will make the programme unique and provide awardees 

with both breadth and depth in learning how tripartism works.
“At the end of the programme, awardees will be able to quickly 

take up appropriate senior appointments with SNEF or possibly 
some member companies. We expect them to make a significant 
contribution to strengthening tripartism and to helping employers 
to tackle their employment and industrial relations challenges for 

many years to come.”

SNEF President Robert Yap

Award To Honour SNEF’s Stephen Lee
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The Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) together with 
Temasek Polytechnic (TP) organised the 6th Structured Human 
Resource Internship Programme (SHIP) for TP students majoring in 
Diplomas in Business with an elective in Human Resource Management 
from 8 September 2014 to 21 November 2014.

The programme allows students to gain rare insights into the 
employment practices, policies and issues in Singapore through a week-
long series of talks, briefings and on-site visits to SNEF, the Ministry of 
Manpower, including an introduction on the Industrial Arbitration Court, 
the National Trades Union Congress, the Workplace Safety and Health 

SNEF-TP Holds 6th Structured Human 
Resource Internship Programme

Council, the Tripartite Alliance for Fair Employment Practices and the 
Employer Alliance.

The HR team from The Esplanade Co Ltd, a SNEF member 
company, took time to share with students their HR and corporate 
structure and policies, offering students insights into the working 
mechanics of HR roles and challenges. This included a wonderful tour 
of their impressive facilities and theatres. This will be followed by a 10-
week industrial attachment with companies, which will enable students 
to gain practical insights into HR practices.

We wish the SHIP interns success in their future endeavours.

This year’s 21st edition of the annual 
Tripartite Golf Friendly (TGF) held on 27 July 
2014 at the Orchid Country Club (OCC) also 
saw the launch of the Tripartite Hub @ OCC. 
Played by 180 golfers from the Ministry of 
Manpower (MOM), National Trades Union 
Congress (NTUC) and the Singapore 
National Employers Federation (SNEF) to 
foster better rapport and relationship among 
employers, Government officials and union 
leaders, the Government team came out 
tops this year.

In his pre-dinner speech, Senior 
Parliamentary Secretary for Manpower and 
Education Hawazi Daipi said: “The TGF 
turns 21 this year which is special because 
21-years-old is like a young person coming 
of age, turning into an adult. It is therefore 
most appropriate for OCC to commemorate 
this occasion by launching the Tripartite 
Hub. I believe that the Hub will provide a 
useful platform for tripartite partners to 
interact and network and this will help to 
further enhance tripartite partnership.”

Hub Launched To  
Boost Tripartism

Emeritus Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong unveiling the Tripartite Hub @ OCC. On the right are then SNEF President 
Stephen Lee and NTUC Secretary-General Lim Swee Say. On the left is Senior Parliamentary Secretary for Manpower 
and Education Hawazi Daipi and NTUC President Diana Chia (face hidden).

The Hub, officially opened by Emeritus 
Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong, is a symbol 
of OCC’s close working relationship with the 
tripartite partners over the past two decades. 
An extension of the existing Par Lounge at the 
Golf Clubhouse, it is equipped with two plasma 
televisions and can turn into a private room to 

host discussions or informal meetings. This 
move reiterates OCC’s commitment to plan 
more engagement activities for the tripartite 
partners.

Contact OCC’s Sales & Marketing 
Department at 6750 2166 for more 
information on the Tripartite Hub.


